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New Products and Features 
Hardware Features 
Spirent TestCenter WLAN C1 Wave-2 Appliances  

C1-KIT-09-2015-11AC C1 4-PORT 10G/5G/2.5G/1G/100M Copper, Wave-2 WiFi NIC, 

2.4GHz/5GHz, Spirent TestCenter 2015 Protocol Pack 

C1-KIT-10-2015-11AC C1 4-PORT 1G/100M Copper, Wave-2 WiFi NIC, 2.4GHz/5GHz, Spirent 

TestCenter 2015 Protocol Pack 

 
Spirent TestCenter C1 WLAN appliances in a compact and 2U desktop appliance form factor 
combines Spirent industry-leading IEEE 802.11 WLAN interface cards with Spirent BASE-T 
2.5G/5G Ethernet cards. You can emulate a large number of realistic 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac WLAN 
clients to connect with an access point via a cabled conductive or over-the-air (OTA) link. Basic 
WLAN control plane and data plane features, along with the advanced RFC style network traffic 
and throughput performance test cases are supported over the WLAN network involving the 
emulated clients and the APs under test. 
 

 
 

The WLAN interfaces installed in the C1 Appliance consist of multiple IEEE 802.11 radios 
and provide the maximum configurability and flexibility to emulate various IEEE 802.11ac 
SU-MIMO or MU-MIMO clients on 5GHz band and other legacy 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac clients on 
2.4GHz band and 802.11 a/n/ac clients on 5GHz band. A single Wave-2 WLAN radio supports 
802.11ac Wave-2 clients with different spatial stream configurations up to 4x4 for the best 
realistic client emulation scenarios in either SU-MIMO or MU-MIMO mode.r 

100Base-T1 SFP Transceiver on NIC-65 and fX2 

Spirent TestCenter now supports 100BASE-T1 Copper SFP Transceiver (AUTO-ACC-0012) on 
NIC-65 and fX2 1G test cards. 100BASE-T1 is the standard for a single pair Ethernet used in 
automotive, industrial, and avionics applications. 
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Software Features 

BGP Route Import with Route Block Based Traffic Generation 

BPK-1004A/B Unicast Routing (BGP) Base Package 

Spirent TestCenter release 4.79 now supports parsing imported BGP routes and grouping those 

routes into route blocks based on prefix length. Imported BGP routes with the same prefix length 

are assigned to the same route block with an IP address modifier list. Each route block can have 

up to 100K routes with the same prefix length. If there are more than 100K routes with the same 

prefix length, then more route blocks are created. Those route blocks can then be used as traffic 

endpoints in the Traffic wizard to create bounded streams with the DUT. The imported BGP 

routes are used as source IP addresses for traffic streams that will be sent to the DUT. The 

imported BGP routes are also used as destination IP addresses for traffic streams that will be 

forwarded by the DUT to the Spirent TestCenter port that imported those BGP routes.  

To enable this feature, click the “Wizards” button in the menu bar to launch the wizard selector. 

In the “Wizard” window, select the “BGP Table Import” wizard, under “Routing and MPLS” and 

“BGP” section to launch the “BGP Route Table Import” wizard.  

In the “BGP Route Table Import” wizard and “Configure Import” page, select the “Fast Route 

Import” checkbox, and then select the “Enable Traffic with Route Block(s)” radio button.  When 

the “Fast Route Import” checkbox is disabled, the “Enable Traffic with Route Block(s)” radio 

button is disabled automatically. 

 

After finishing the “BGP Route Table Import” wizard, you can check the status of imported BGP 

routes. Select the BGP device, click the “BGP” protocol tab, and then click “Edit Routes …” in the 

menu bar, to launch the “BGP routes” window.  
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In the “BGP routes” window, you can click on the “Imported Routes” tab to view all imported BGP 

routes. BGP routes imported with “Enable Traffic with Route Blocks(s)” option will show the 

checkbox for that option as selected. 

 

You can then click on the “IPv4 Routes” tab or the “IPv6 Routes” tab to view the route blocks that 

are created for the imported BGP routes. The route blocks can be used to generate bounded 

traffic stream in the Traffic wizard. 

 

The route blocks are named as “Import_Route_[first network]_[last network]_[prefix length]”. For 
example, “Import_Route_1.0.16.0_1.0.24.0_23”. The “Start Network” field is a list of network IP 
addresses with the same prefix length. Those IP addresses are parsed from the network field in 
the route import file. 

ResolveTraffic Binding from EVPN Type 5 Route MPLS Label for 
Bounded Traffic Streams in EVPN Symmetric IRB Mode 

BPK-1311A EVPN Emulation 

Spirent TestCenter release 4.79 now supports resolving traffic binding from EVPN type 5 route 

MPLS label for bounded traffic streams with type 5 route or host device destination traffic 

endpoints in EVPN symmetric IRB mode. Type 5 route traffic endpoint is supported only if EVPN 

IRB mode is symmetric. If both type 2 and type 5 routes are configured for an IP endpoint, then 

the MPLS label in the type 2 route must match the MPLS label in the type 5 route. 

A flag (Enable Type 5 Prefix Match) is introduced in the BGP “Edit Virtual Networks …” page for 

host device endpoints. This flag indicates whether or not to use type 5 routes to resolve traffic 

binding for that host device endpoint. By default, this flag is disabled. Host device endpoint prefix 

length is set to /32 for IPv4 and /128 for IPv6. Only type 2 routes or type 5 routes that have  /32 

IPv4 or /128 IPv6 prefix length can be used to resolve traffic binding for that host device 

endpoint. If the “Enable Type 5 Prefix Match” flag is set, then type 5 route is used to resolve 

traffic binding, and the prefix length of the host device endpoint should match the Type 5 route 

prefix length.  
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Sending VM ARP responses for Multicast Encapsulated ARP Requests 
from DUT with VXLAN EVPN Learning Mode 

BPK-1310A VXLAN Emulation with EVPN Learning 

Spirent TestCenter release 4.79 now supports sending VM ARP responses to incoming multicast 

encapsulated VM ARP requests from DUT with multicast IPv4/MAC destination addresses in the 

outer packet header, when VXLAN EVPN learning mode is used. You can also disable sending 

the VM ARP responses in the GUI on the fly. 

To enable this feature, you must first configure a multicast group. 

 

You can then select a VTEP device, click the “VXLAN” protocol tab, and click “Edit VXLAN 

Segments …” in the menu to launch the “VXLAN Segment” editor. In the “VXLAN Segments” 
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editor, select a VXLAN segment with EVPN learning mode, then select the “Enable Multicast” 

checkbox. The “IPV4 Multicast Group” field will become available. In that field, select a multicast 

group configured in previous step. Then, select the “Enable VM ARP” checkbox.  

 

To disable this feature, deselect the “Enable Multicast” checkbox for a VXLAN segment. You can 

further disable ARP response by deselecting the “Enable VM ARP” checkbox for the VXLAN 

segment.  

Enable and Disable VXLAN Logging from the GUI Interface 

BPK-1310A VXLAN Emulation 

Release 4.79 now supports enabling and disabling VXLAN logging from the Spirent TestCenter 

GUI interface. To access this feature, click the “Tools” tab in the menu bar and select “Equipment 

Information…” in the drop-down menu.  
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In the Equipment View window, select a chassis; right-click on the chassis, select “Enable 

Logging” from the drop-down menu, and then click “VXLAN” in the protocol list.  

To disable VXLAN logging, right-click on the chassis, select “Disable Logging” from the drop-

down menu, and then click “VXLAN” in the protocol list. 

 
 
When “VXLAN protocol” is selected, a new window opens, and you can configure the debug 
level, max file size, and max file count. 
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Segment Routing: IS-IS SR Draft Update 

Spirent TestCenter release 4.79 introduces the encoding method for multiple SRGBs in the SR-
Capability SubTLV and added the support for multiple SRGBs with traffic binding. 
The modified method consists of a single SR-Capability Sub-TLV, where all SRGBs are 
encoded. The screen capture shows multiple SRGBs in single Sub-TLV. 
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Support for Hexadecimal Input in DHCP Custom Options 

With Spirent TestCenter 4.79, you can specify the DHCP Custom Option values in hexadecimal 

format. Certain equipment vendors allow only hexadecimal values in the custom options for 

DHCP protocol implementation. 
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Spirent Support 
To obtain technical support for Spirent Communications products, please contact our Support 

Services department using any of the following methods: 

Americas 

E-mail:  support@spirent.com 

Web:  https://support.spirent.com 

Toll Free:  +1 800-SPIRENT (+1 800-774-7368) (North America) 

Phone:  +1 818-676-2616  

Hours:  Monday through Friday, 06:30 to 18:00 Pacific Time 

Europe, Middle East, Africa 

E-mail:  support@spirent.com 

Web:  https://support.spirent.com 

Phone:  +33 (1) 6137 2270 (France)  

Phone: +44 1803 546333 (UK)  

Hours:  Monday through Thursday, 09:00 to 18:00, 9:00 to 17:00 Friday, Paris Time 

Asia Pacific 

E-mail: support@spirent.com 

Web:  https://support.spirent.com 

Phone:  +86 (400) 810-9529 (toll-free mainland China only) 

Phone:  +86 (10) 8233 0033 (China) 

Operating Hours:  Monday through Friday, 09:00 to 18:00 Beijing Time 

Company Address 

Spirent Communications, Inc. 

27349 Agoura Road 

Calabasas, CA 91301 

USA 

 

The latest versions of user manuals, application notes, and software and firmware updates are available 

on the Spirent Communications Customer Service Center website at https://support.spirent.com. 

Information about Spirent Communications and its products and services can be found on the main 

company website at https://www.spirent.com. 
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